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D.E. Gou~h and D.A. Brodzik 
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summarY 

The Multiple Beam Experiment MBE4 (1) is de
signed to accelerate four cesium ion beams from 
200 kV to about 1KV using an induction linac. and to 
demonstrate the process of current amplification 
simultaneously with acceleration.(2) The injected 
beam is obtained from a source. using a Marx 
generator providing typically lOrnA/beam with a 
length of 1. 6 meters. This is equivalent to a beam 
duration time of about 3 ~sac. Twenty four ac
celeration gaps in groups of four are distributed 
along the length of the machine which will be some 
16 meters long when completed. Each group of four 
acceleration gaps with appropriate quadrupoles fonn 
one section of the machine, identified as A through 
F. 

careful tailoring of the acceleration voltage 
waveforms at each gap is required to accelerate the 
beam, amplify the current and provide longitudinal 
focussing. Ideal voltage waveforms for each gap 
were generated (3) for a gap voltage limit initially 
set at 30 kV. These waveforms are shown in Fig. 1. 
The waveforms for the first 4 gaps are triangular 
with an approximate width of 3 ~sec, becoming 
flatter and shorter at subsequent gaps as the beam 
bunch velocity increases. 
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Fi~. 1. Ideal Accelerating Voltage Waveforms 
for all 24 Gaps 

lllinety two nickel-iron tape wound cores capable 
of 6.8 mVsec./core and twenty six silicon steel tape 
wound cores capable of 24 mVsec ./core were avail
able. Groups of cores at the first eight gaps have 
been used in conjunction with an appropriate 

* This work was supported by the office of Energy 
Research, Office of 8asic Energy Sciences, De-
partment of Energy under Contract No. 
DE-AC03-76S¥00098. 

number of pulsers to provide the necessary ac
celerating voltage waveforms together with the pul
sar waveforms at every fourth acceleration gap which 
provides the longitudinal focussing of the beam. 
This paper will deal with the performance of the· 
pulsers for the first eight gaps of acceleration and 
expectations for the next four, currently under 
construction. 

Introduction 

Three different pulsar circuit types were ini
tially identified as possible solutions for gener
ating the required waveforms for the machine. These 
pulsers were identified by the generated voltage 
waveforms which are (1-coswt), parabolic, and 
trapezoidal, the trapezoidal being only relevant to 
the later part of the machine waveforms. It was 
found necessary during pulsar modelling to add a 
simple capacitor discharge waveform to this list. 
Some basic performance characteristics were es
tablished for the (1-coswt) and parabolic wave
forms using the nickel-iron cores. The (1-coswt) 
circuit as shown in Fig. 2 consists of a charged 
capacitor discharging via a series inductance into a 
core load that is paralleled by an uncharged capaci
tor. The parabolic waveform is achieved by paral
leling the core with a resistor instead of a capaci
tor, the resistor being small enough to dominate the 
load impedance. The core impedance initially in
creases with time and during this period the load 
impedance needs to be almost constant in order to 
generate a parabolic voltage waveform. Because of 
the additional resistor loss and lower load 
itnpedance, this circuit configuration has not been 
used or developed further. 

Basic performance characteristics were then es
tablished for the (1-coswt) and capacitor dis
charge waveforms using the silicon steel cores. 
These characteristics together with those already 
established for nickel-iron cores are used to con
struct the pulsars for the first 12 acceleration 
gaps. 

Initial attempts to generate trapezoidal wave
forms with a 2 ~sec wide flat top using a single 
pulser were not successful. Development of these 
pulsars will continue and a flat top pulse is ex
pected to be more readily achievable as the required 
pulse width decreases. 

A pulser standard was established which could 
operate at a maximum charge voltage of 30 kV with a 
peak current of 10 kA. A thyratron is used to pro
vide the switch function and to date either an 
English Electric ex 1538 or ITT F227 is used. A 
total stored energy equivalent to 1 ~F is avail
able with a repetition rate dictated by the charging 
supply; the repetition rate is currently 1 pulse 
evet·y 5 sees. Each pulser is a self-contained unit 
includin~ the core reset but excluding the charge 
power supply. A total of 12 pulsars can be arranged 
below and at either side of the core assembly for 
one section. 

MBE 4 Core Model Development 

l'he f it·st cores to be tested and used 



exclusively in section A of MBB .o\ al."e the nickel
il."on col."es. These col."es al."e made with 0.001 inch 
thick matel."ial, al."e 1/2 inch wide and have a final 
assembly innel." diameter of about 13 inches and an 
outer diameter of about 33 inches. llaximum flux 
capacity is about 6.8 mVsec. with about a 7'- val."ia
tion among samples. 

In attempting to model core behaviol." with the 
compute!." pl."ogram Spica (4) it was found that consi
del."ing ths core as a simple l."esistor gave l."easonable 
agl."eement in amplitude and time. A value of 5 rl pel." 
col."e was chosen for nickel-iron col."es basad on the 
measured perfol."'ll&&lce characteristics; again about a 
74£. variation was observed among the- samples. Since 
the beam load curl."ent is small its effect and the 
equivalent l."asistance can be ignored. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show the cil."cuit al."l."angement and 
basic compute!." model fol." a core package containing 
six nickel-iron col."es, and a (1-coS~.>t) al."l."angement 
at a chal."ge voltage of 20 kif. A batter modal fol." 
this cil."cuit is obtained by adding a sel."ias l."esis
tance and inductance between the voltage soul."ce and 
the col."a load. This l."epl."esents the voltage soul."ce 
iiiiPadanca and COl."& leakage inductance. The pre
dicted and measured values for this cil."cuit at dif
fal."ent chal."ga voltages can be 11aen in Figs . .o\ and 5 
l."aspectivaly. 

A Spica listing for this circuit, including the 
sal."ies resistance and inductance between the voltage 
source and the load, with savel."al values of chal."ge 
voltage follows: 

*SEC A, COS, 6 AST CORl!!S 
Cl 1 3 .3U IC•24 
Rl 3 7 1 
Vl 0 7 0 
L2 1 5 2.5U 
Ll 5 2 40U 
C2 2 0 .O.o\U 
ac 2 .o\ 28.5 
V2 .o\ 0 0 
.TRAY lOONS 5U UIC 
.PLOT TRAY V(2) (0,25) 
.WIDTH OUT :o80 
.OPTIOHS LIKPTS•9000 NOPAGE ITL5c9000 
.ALTER 
Cl l 3 .3U ICA20 
.ALTER 
Cl l 3 .3U IC•lS 
.ALTI!:R 
Cl 1 3 .3U ICalO 
.ALTER 
Cl 1 3 .3U xc .. 5 
.END 

In section B, we added silicon steel col."es to 
the inventol."y. These al."e made with 0.002 inch thick 
material, 1. 3 7 inches wide with the same assembly 
dimensions as the nickel-il."on col."as and with a 
23.9 mVsec. flux capacity. Additional cil."cuit 
models wel."e l."equired fol." these col."es fol." both the 
capacitor dischal."ge and (1-coswt) configurations. 
The l."isetime of the capacitol." discharge voltage 
waveform is dictated by the longitudinal focusing 
requil."ed fol." the head of the beam and is typically 
0.8 ~sec. The step function skin depth is about 
0.001 inches so the magnetic field distl."ibution can 
be considel."ed uniform. The dominant effect is again 
core loss. Howevel.", dl."iving the col."a fl."om the time 
when the magnetic flux has been established towal."ds 
satul."ation thal."a is an almo11t lineal." inci."Oalle in 
curl."ent. A bet tel." appl."oximat ion to model the col."s 
ill a l."asistanca in parallel with an inductance. 

2 

Again the effects of the core secondacy can be ig
nol."ed. The core leakage inductance can be modelled 
as an inductance in sel."ies with the load equivalent 
cic-cuit and can be lumped together with the inter
connection inductance between the pulsel." and col."a. 
The model is completed by adding a l."esistanca in 
series with this inductance to repl."esent the voltage 
source l."esistance. 

Ll 

C2 

XBL 851D-4l71 

Fig. 2 circuit Diagl."am fol." a Core Package con
taining 6 Nickel-Iron col."es, and a 
(1-coswt) Pulsel." 

INITIAL 

CONOITIOr 
• 20 kV i 

Fig. 3 Spice Model fol." a Col."e 
taining 6 Nickel-II."on 
(1-cosw~) Pulsel." 
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C2 
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Package con
Col."es and a 

A sequence of measul."ements was made at dif
ferent charge voltages for the capacitor dischal."ge 
cil."c:uit using 2 silicon steel cores in series to 
show how the load impedance val."ied with time. This 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

Using the data for the capacitol." dischal."ge cir
cuit Fig. 6 and assuming the initial load equivlll!
lence is resistive, the values of resistance for va
c-ious charge voltages wel."e established. The 1."8-

sistance value foc- a given chal."ge voltage -s used 
to compute the core curl."ent. This l."esistance value 
was modified until the computed core CUI."I."ent matched 
the measul."ed col."e cul."rent at the time the col."e vol
tage wa11 at a maxilllUIII. Thill was l."epeated fol." each 
chal."gs voltage and the l."esistance value11 obtained 
al."e given in Table 1. 
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These load equivalence parameters were used to 
generate the computed voltage waveforms for the 
capacitor dischar~e and ( 1-coswt) ·circuits, and 
are shown with the 11\t!asured waveforms at ~·iss. 7, 8, 
9, and 10. A total of 2.5 ~K was used in the 
model to represent the lumped leakage inductance and 
a resistance of 1 n in series with this inductance 
models the source resistance. 
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Fig. 7 Spice Predicted core Voltage for a 
2 Silicon Steel, Capacitor Discharge 
Pulser at Different Charge Voltages 

The Spice model does not predict the ringing 
that was obset"Ved at gap 8 for the capacitor dis
charge circuit both with and without the addition of 
a load capacitance of 700 pF, which is typical of 
its load capacitance. It would if it were modified 
by the addition of a small inductance between the 
core load capacitance and the core equivalence of a 
resistance in parallel with an inductance. This ap
pe.ars to be a reasonable modification. (6) The core 
model for a 0.3 ~F c .. pacitor -charged to 25 kV dis
charging into two silicon steel cores is 2 ~H in 
series with the combination of 30 n in parallal with 
30 ~H. Initial computed t"esults using this model 
for 2 silicon steel cores have shown good agreement 
with the measured performance for voltage and cur
rent waveforms for both capacitor discharge and 
(1-coswt) circuits. 

Section A Pulsars 

A core arrangement for the first four gaps, 
section A, was established basad on the voltage 
waveform requirements as indicated in Fig. 1. Each 
I!."P has 12 nickel-iron cores llrrangad llS shown in 
Fig. 11. Two pulsars were allocated to each. gap, 
each puhat" producing a (1-coawt) voitar.e wave-· 
form. Two degt"ees of adjustment are available for 
each pulsar, charr.a voltar,e and fidnr. time. The 
art"anr.ement for each r,ap is generally 6 cores/1 main 
pulsar and 2 cores/1 auxiliary pulsar. 
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Fig. 8 Keasut"ed Core Voltage for a Core Pack
age containing 2 Silicon Steel Cores 
and a Capacitor Discharge Pulsar at 
Different Charge Voltages 
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Fig. 4 Spice Predicted Core Voltage for a Core 
Package containing 6 Nickel-Iron Cores 
and a (1-coswt) Pulser at Different 
Charge Voltages 
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Fig. 5 Meawurtod Core Voltage -for a Cot·u Puck· 
age containing 6 Nickel-Iron Col"ell a11d 
a ( 1-coswt) Pulsar at Different 
Charge Voltages 

The core load inductance was calculated from 
L ; ~ (core area/path length) and used in con
junction with the appropriate resistance equivalence 
at a specific charge voltage to generate computed 
voltage and current waveforms. The inductance value 
was modified using the measured current waveform as 
reference until the computed waveform matched the 
measured waveform up to saturation. This was done 
at different charge voltages and the values obtained 
given in Table 1. 

An analytically derived model for magnetic in
duction cores (5) is, in its simplest form, a rto
sistance in parallel with an inductance. The dill
rived load equivalence for a 2 silicon steel core 
pulsar is 170 in parallel with 68.6 ~. 
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Table 1: Values of resistance and inductance 
at different charge voltages for a model of a 
core package containing 2 silicon steel corea 

Charge volts 10 15 20 25 
kV 

Resistance 18 21 25 30 
n 

Inductance 105 80 55 30 
~>H 
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Fig. 6 Measured Values of Core Impedance with 
Timto for a Col"u Package containing 
2 Silicon Steel Corea for the Capacitor 
Discharge Pulsar at Different Charge 
Voltages. 
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Fig. 10 Measured Core Voltage for a Core Pack
age containing 2 Silicon Steel Cores 
and a (1-coswt) Pulsar at Different 
Charge Voltages 

Modelling the performance of the circuit to optimize 
components and minimize test set-up lime was done 
using the program Spice as described previously. 
Generally, a fixed resistance was used to model the 
core, as the core losses dominate the load impedance. 

The trim voltage waveforms needed to compensate 
for the longitudinal space charge force at the ends 
of the beam bunch were designed after measurements 
were made with beam acceleration. Correction to the 
tail of the beam was made using a (1-coswt) pulser 
and 3 nickel-iron cores at gap 4. The correction 
required at the head of the beam was exaggerated by 
the characteristic of the Marx generator. Because 
of the diff~culty in controlling the trailing edge 
of the voltage waveform, this created a correction 
problem that was deferred to section B, where the 
rise time of the waveform at gaps 6-8 would be 
used. A composite waveform for gaps 4 is shown in 
Fig. 12 with the individual pulser voltages. 

Section B Pulsars 

A core package arrangement for the four gaps in 
section B was constructed based on the voltage wave
form requirements as outlined in Fig. 1 and expected 
pulser performance. A combination of silicon steel 
cores and nickel-iron cores are used together with a 
minimum of two pulsars per gap to provide the re
quired synthesized accelerating voltage waveforms. 
A combination of (1-coswt) pulsers driving 
nickel-iron cores and capacitor discharge pulsers 
driving silicon steel cores pfovide most of the ac
celerating voltage. The circuit 'components were 
again optimized by modelling the various circuit 
configurations using Spice as defined earlier. A 
tdm pulsar similar to that used in section A, gap 
4, was added to gap 9 to correct the tail of the 
beam. A composite of the voltage for gap 8 is shown 
in Fig. 13. 

5 

The rising edge of the voltage waveforiiUI at 
gaps 6, 7, and 8 were adjusted by the addition of a 
series inductance in. the capacitor discharge pulsar 
circuit so that they match the predicted value. 
This provides the correction for longitudinal beam 
spreading and Marx voltage errors. 

PRIMARY 
WINDING 

CORE ASSEMBLY INGLE CORE 

Fig. 11 Accelerator Section A 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13 

--Total gap 4 voltage 
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--4-1 

--4-2 

1/2 !JS/div XBB 866-4792 

Individual Pulser and Composite Ac
celerating Voltage Waveforms at Gap 4 

-- Tolal gap 8 voltage 

-- 8 - 1 (cap d•scharge) 

- 8 -2 (1 -cos) 

1 JJS/d•v XBB 866-4793 

Individual Pulser and Composite Ac
celerating Voltage Waveforms at Gap 8 
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Oscillations were observed on the voltugu wave 
fonn produced by the capacitor dhcharge circull ut. 
gap 8. These were effectively damped by mo•Hfy ing 
the added series inductance so that there at·e two 
inductors of equal value and convertlnr. tho11c int.o 
series reject circuit by the addition of appropriate 
parallel capacitors. The resonant frequencies were 
based on the measured oscillations observed on lhe 
voltage waveform which were 3 KHz and 8 KHz. 

Section C Pulsars 

The accelerating voltage waveforms required for 
the four gaps in this section, as shown in Fig. l, 
are trapezoidal with a flat top width of 2 psec 
and an amplitude of JO kV. A core arrangement using 
4 silicon steel cores at each gap will provide the 
necessary mVsec needed together with nickel-iron 
cores at gap 14 for a beam tai 1 correction pulser 
circuit. 

Two pulsars per gap for gaps 11-lJ using exist
ing circuitry are currently being constructed to
gether with a pulsar arrangement at gap 14 similar 
to that used at gap nine; this is scheduled for 
operation at the beginning of September 1986. 

Conclusions 

The computer program SPICE proved to be a use
ful aid in determining the pulsar voltage wave
shaping component values with a simple resistor as a 
core equivalence particularly for a limited range of 
charge voltages. The complex non-linear behavior of 
the core load could be better modelled by making a 
series of measurements on the cores using a capaci-· 
tor discharge pulser. No attempts were made to 
model the pulser behavior during core saturation; 
however, the measured data indicate a core impedance 
that falls rapidly towards zero in the well docu
mented manner. 

The analytical solution and subsequent core 
model performance as a load for a pulser shows a 
good degree of agreement with the measured per
formance. Data obtained using these models will 
allow core package arrangements and pulser conf igu
r.ations to be more readily investigated. 

Whenever possible, multiple core loads were 
connected together electrically in series to present 
as high an impedance as possible. This minimized 
the thyratron load curren't and provided the highest 
voltage transfer ratio between core voltage and 
charge voltage. 

The pulsers in Section A have been operating 
satisfactorily since October 1985 and those in Sec
lion B since April 1986. To date, the maximum pul-· 
ser operating level is a chaq~inr. voltage of 25 kV 
and a peak load current at saturation of about 
5 kA. The voltage transfer ratio, core voltage to 
charge voltage, is typically 0.8. 

Usinj!. a minimum of two pulsers at each gap and 
with the freedom to control the chaq!>e voltage and 
trigger time to better than 10 nsec for each pulser 
it has been possible to match the required ac
celerating voltage to within 1~ (7). 
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